CDF & D0 Highlights from many presentations QCD QCD
Soft QCD: Exclusive Production, Double parton interactions Double Parton (DP) interactions:
• Fraction of DP events in +2-jet events in p T bins decreases from~12% at~17 GeV to~2% at~27 GeV . decreases from~12% at~17 GeV to ~2% at~27 GeV
• DP in γ+3-jet: 47% at ~17 GeV to 23% at ~27 GeV.
uncertainties N/A
• Effective cross section  eff measured in +3-jet events and +b/c+dijet
• Observation of Double J/ψ events @ Tevatron  DP fraction measured at ~30%. 
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Search for Heavy Vector Bosons
• Tevatron is competitive for low mass (~500 GeV) searches
• Search for W' and Z' which may appear in BSM theories through their decays in pairs of heavy theories, through their decays in pairs of heavy quarks (tb or tt ). Puzzle is unresolved Dimuon asymmetry: CPV Interpretation • CDF dileptons, template method 9.1 fb -1 (Prelim.) CDF dileptons, template method 9.1 fb (Prelim.) • CDF All-jets, template method 9.3 fb -1 (Prelim.)
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• D0 lepton+jets, matrix elements method 9.7 fb -1 (acc. PRL) • Derive sin 2  l ff from angular distribution of • Derive sin  eff from angular distribution of . leptons in Drell-Yan (Z/ *  l + l -) events.
• Forward-backward asymmetry 
